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Abstract
We provide a short self-contained inductive proof of the famous generalized Euler-
Poincare´ Formula for the numbers of faces of a convex polytope in every dimension. Our
proof is elementary and it does not use shellability of polytopes.
1 Introduction
In this paper we follow the standard terminology of polytopes theory, such as Ziegler [6]. We
consider convex polytopes, defined as a convex hull of finitely many points, in the d-dimensional
Euclidean space for an arbitrary d ∈ N, d ≥ 1. We shortly say a polytope to mean a convex
polytope. A landmark discovery in the history of combinatorial investigation of polytopes was
famous Euler’s formula, stating that for any 3-dimensional polytope with v vertices, e edges
and f faces, v − e + f = 2 holds. This finding was later generalized, in every dimension d, to
what is nowadays known as (generalized) Euler’s relation or Euler–Poincare´ formula, as follows.
For instance, in dimension d = 1 we have v = 2, which can be rewritten as v − 1 = 1, and
in dimension d = 2 we have got v − e = 0 or v − e + 1 = 1. Similarly, the d = 3 case can be
rewritten as v − e + f − 1 = 1. Note that the ‘1’ left of ‘=’ stands in these expressions for the
polytope itself. In general, the following holds:
Theorem 1 (“Euler–Poincare´ formula”; Schla¨fli [4] 1852). Let P be a convex polytope in Rd,
and denote by f c, c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d}, the numbers of faces of P of dimension c. Then
(1) f0 − f1 + f2 − · · ·+ (−1)dfd = 1.
We refer to classical textbooks of Gru¨nbaum [3] and Ziegler [6] for a closer discussion of
the interesting history of this formula and of the difficulties associated with its proof. Here we
just briefly remark that all the historical attempts to prove the formula, starting from Schla¨fli,
implicitly assumed validity of a special property called shellability of a polytope, However, the
shellability of any polytope was formally established only in 1971 by Bruggesser and Mani [1].
We provide a new self-contained inductive proof of (1) which does not assume shellability.
Our proof has been in parts inspired by a proof of 3-dimensional Euler’s formula via angles
[2, “Proof 8: Sum of Angles”], and by Welzl’s probabilistic proof [5] of Gram’s equation –
although, the resulting exposition of the proof does not resemble either of those. In fact, we
give two different expositions of the new proof, one in Section 2 and the other in Section 3.
2 New Proof
Our new proof of Theorem 1 proceeds by induction on the dimension d ≥ 1. Note that validity
of (1) is trivial for d = 1, 2, and hence it is enough to show the following:
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Figure 1: An illustration: the Schlegel diagram of the 4-cube, consisting of the outer 3-cube
subdivided into seven combinatorial 3-cubes. (Credit: Goffrie / Wikimedia Commons)
Lemma 2. Let k ≥ 2 and P be a polytope of dimension k + 1. Assume that (1) holds for any
polytope of dimension d ∈ {k − 1, k}. Then (1) holds for P (with d = k + 1).
Proof. Recall that f c, c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k + 1}, denote the numbers of faces of P of dimension c.
Our goal is to prove
f0 − f1 + f2 − · · ·+ (−1)k−1fk−1 + (−1)kfk + (−1)k+1fk+1 = 1,
or equivalently, since fk+1 = 1,
(2) f0 − f1 + f2 − · · ·+ (−1)k−1fk−1 = 1 + (−1)k(1− fk).
Let R denote a k-dimensional polyhedral complex which is the Schlegel diagram of P with
respect to its facet T (i.e., R results from P by projecting it to T from a point outside of P
but sufficiently close to some interior point of T ; see Figure 1). Let the (k-dimensional) facets
of R, which are the projections of the facets of P other than T , be denoted by R1, . . . , Ra
where a := fk − 1, in any order, and let R0 := T . Clearly, for each c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}, the
number of faces of dimension c in the complex R is exactly f c.
The high level idea of our proof is to double-count certain objects (signed flags) distributed
to all the faces of R of dimensions from 0 to k − 1.
We choose any straight line q which is in general position with respect to R. In particular,
q is not parallel to any face of R. For every face F of R of dimension 0 ≤ c ≤ k − 1, we
select a point xF in the relative interior of F , and we add from xF two “flags” in the opposite
directions of line q. Formally, these flags are the two line segments s1, s2 with the common end
xF , s1 ∩ s2 = {xF }, which are parallel to q and of length ε > 0. We call xF the base point
and F the base face of the flags s1, s2. The length ε is chosen to be smaller than the minimum
distance between two disjoint faces of R. Each flag whose base face is of dimension c gets the
value of 12(−1)c.
It is now clear from the definition that the total value of all flags distributed in R equals
the left-hand side of (2). Another easy observation is that, since q has been chosen in general
direction, every flag s is either contained in a unique facet of R, or s except its base point is
disjoint from the point set of R (in our case, actually, set(R) = R0). Furthermore, no two flags
sharing the same base point are contained in the same facet of R, by convexity.
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Our next task is to sum the total value of the flags in each one facet Ri of R (see (4)), and
also of the flags that are outside of R0 (see (5)). Consider a facet Ri of R, i ∈ {1, . . . , a} and a
face F of Ri of dimension c. The following observation follows readily from the assumption of
a general position of q and from convexity:
(3) If c = k − 1, then always one of the two flags with the base face F belongs to Ri. If
0 ≤ c ≤ k − 2, then one of the two flags with the base F belongs to Ri if, and only if, the
image of F is not a face in the orthogonal projection of Ri along q.
We let Si, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , a}, denote the (k − 1)-dimensional image of Ri in the orthogonal
projection along q. Furthermore, let f ci , where c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , a}, denote the
number of faces of Ri of dimension c, and g
c
i , c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}, denote the number of faces
of Si of dimension c. Now by (3), the number of flags with a base face of dimension c which are
contained in Ri, is the following: f
c
i if c = k− 1, and f ci − gci if 0 ≤ c ≤ k− 2. Hence the overall
value of all the flags contained in Ri is
1
2
(−1)k−1fk−1i +
1
2
k−2∑
c=0
(−1)c(f ci − gci ) =
1
2
k−1∑
c=0
(−1)cf ci −
1
2
k−2∑
c=0
(−1)cgci
=
1
2
(
1− (−1)kfki
)
− 1
2
(
1− (−1)k−1gk−1i
)
= (−1)k−1,(4)
where the latter (4) holds true by applying (1) to the polytopes Ri and Si of dimensions d = k
and k − 1, respectively, and by obvious fki = gk−1i = 1.
The overall value of all the remaining flags, which are not in R0, is similarly equal to
(5)
1
2
k−1∑
c=0
(−1)cf c0 +
1
2
k−2∑
c=0
(−1)cgc0 =
1
2
(
1− (−1)kfk0
)
+
1
2
(
1− (−1)k−1gk−10
)
= 1.
Since we have been counting twice the same set of flags, we get that (the left-hand side of)
(2) must equal the sum of (4) over i = 1, . . . , a, and of (5), leading to
f0 − f1 + f2 − · · ·+ (−1)k−1fk−1 = (−1)k−1a + 1 = (−1)k(1− fk) + 1,
and thus finishing the proof of (2) for P in dimension k + 1.
3 Another Point of View
Interestingly, there is another and quite different exposition of the proof ideas from Section 2,
which will refer directly to the polytope P instead of its Schlegel diagram.
Alternative proof of Lemma 2. Recall that P is a polytope in dimension k + 1, and f c,
c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k + 1}, denote the numbers of faces of P of dimension c. Again, we assume
validity of (1) in dimensions d ∈ {k − 1, k}, and our goal is to prove
(6) f0 − f1 + f2 − · · ·+ (−1)k−1fk−1 = 1 + (−1)k(1− fk).
We choose arbitrary two facets T1, T2 of P (distinct, but not necessarily disjoint) and two
points t1 ∈ T1 and t2 ∈ T2 in their relative interior, such that the straight line q determined by
t1, t2 is in a general position with respect to P . In particular, we demand that no nontrivial
line segment lying in a face of P of dimension ≤ k − 1 is coplanar with q. We also denote by
T3, . . . , Tfk the remaining facets of P , in any order.
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As in Section 2, for every face F of P of dimension 0 ≤ c ≤ k − 1, we select a base point
xF in the relative interior of F , and we add two flags of value
1
2(−1)c from xF in the opposite
directions parallel to q. Again, the total value of all the flags distributed in P equals the left-
hand side of (6), and we would like to sum up the contribution of the flags to each facet of P .
However, now the situation is different in that flags are not contained in facets and we first need
to define an assignment of the flags to the facets.
Intuitively, we are going to “fold” each flag to an incident facet, as detailed next.
Consider the two flags s1, s2 with the base point xF of a face F . Let L denote the plane
determined by the line q = t1t2 and the point xF 6∈ q. Then s1, s2 ⊆ L, and N := P ∩ L is a
polygon. Moreover, from the assumption of a general position of q it follows that xF is a vertex
of N incident to two sides a1, a2 of N , and that there exist uniquely determined facets Ti1 , Ti2
of P , 1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ fk, such that aj = Tij ∩ L for j = 1, 2. We simply assign s′1 := a1 and
s′2 := a2 (which will be our two folded flags with the base point xF , such that s′1 belongs to the
facet Ti1 and s
′
2 to Ti2). Note that s
′
1 and s
′
2 always lie in distinct facets of P .
Now we analyze, which of the folded flags belong to one particular facet Ti of P , 1 ≤ i ≤ fk.
Let ti ∈ q denote the unique point which is the intersection of the line q with the support
hyperplane of Ti (recall the general position of q). Observe the following property of our
construction: every folded flag s′ belonging to Ti is colinear with the point ti (that is, ti belongs
to the straight line of s′).
If ti ∈ Ti (which happens precisely for i ∈ {1, 2}) then, for every face F of T , there is always
exactly one folded flag with the base point xF contained in Ti (one pointing towards ti). Let
f ci , where c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, denote the number of faces of Ti of dimension c. Hence all the flags
belonging to the facets T1 and T2 together sum up, using (1), to
(7) 2 · 1
2
(
f0i − f1i + · · ·+ (−1)k−1fk−1i
)
= 1− (−1)kfki = 1− (−1)k.
On the other hand, if ti 6∈ Ti (which happens for i ∈ {3, . . . , fk}), then we denote by Si the
projection of Ti from the point ti, and by g
c
i the number of faces of Si of dimension c. Note that
ti is in a general position with respect to Ti. Similarly as with (3), we observe the following:
(8) For a face F of Ti, there is a folded flag with the base point xF contained in Ti if, and
only if, the image of F is not a face in the projection of Ti from the point ti.
Now by (8), the number of folded flags with a base face of dimension c which belong to Ti,
is as follows: f ci if c = k − 1, and f ci − gci if 0 ≤ c ≤ k − 2. Hence all the flags belonging to a
facet Ti, i ≥ 3, together sum up, using (1), to
1
2
(−1)k−1fk−1i +
1
2
k−2∑
c=0
(−1)c(f ci − gci ) =
1
2
k−1∑
c=0
(−1)cf ci −
1
2
k−2∑
c=0
(−1)cgci
=
1
2
(
1− (−1)kfki
)
− 1
2
(
1− (−1)k−1gk−1i
)
= −(−1)k.(9)
Since we have been counting twice the same set of flags, we get that (the left-hand side of)
(6) must equal the sum of (7) and of (9) over i = 3, . . . , fk, leading to
f0 − f1 + f2 − · · ·+ (−1)k−1fk−1 = 1− (−1)k − (−1)k(fk − 2) = 1 + (−1)k(1− fk),
and thus finishing the proof of (6) for P in dimension k + 1.
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